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Abstract: Background: Cross-discipline team collaboration between the project ownership team,
design team and project delivery team is central to effective management of risk, uncertainty and
ambiguity. A recently-developed framework that was developed to provide a visualisation tool to
enable various project procurement and delivery forms has been adapted to answer the research
question How can uncertainty best be managed in complex projects? Methods: The research involved
reviewing transcribed recorded interviews with 50 subject matter experts that was originally analysed
using axial coding with Nvivo 10 software to develop the framework that the paper refers to.
It extends analysis to focus on risk and uncertainty previously reported upon in that study. Results and
Conclusions: The adaptation presents a hypothetical partnering and alliancing project collaboration
map taken from a risk and uncertainty management perspective and it also refines its focus on coping
and sensemaking mechanisms to help manage risk-uncertainty in a practical and ‘how to do’ manner.
This contributes to theory by extending the relationship based procurement (RBP) framework from
taking a purely procurement theory focus to being applied in a risk-uncertainty project management
theory domain. It also provides a practice contribution by explaining how the RBP mutation to a
collaboration and risk-uncertainty management framework may be applied.
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1. Introduction

Much of the traditional project management (PM) literature has its focus on coping with risk and
uncertainty in order to successfully deliver a project to plan (see, for example, [1–4]). Parties engaged
in risk and uncertainty management (the project owner and/or representative, the design team and the
project delivery entity) have usually done so separately and in isolation. Each entity attempts to shift
risk and uncertainty to the party that can best manage it. The party that accepts this burden builds in a
contingency reserve (time, money and other resources) to second-guess the implications of risk and
uncertainty on disruptions and potential negative impact to the planned delivery schedule and budget.
In many ways the term ‘risk management’ could be called ‘risk avoidance’ when considered from the
perspective of many risk averse project owners who seek to shift risks to the contractor [5]. However,
the fragmented and isolated approach to traditional project delivery in the construction sector has
been challenged and modified through the concept of integrated project delivery (IPD) whereby the
project owner, the design team and delivery entity collaborate and share the responsibility for risk
and uncertainty [6–8]. A recently developed relationship based procurement (RBP) taxonomy [8],
which could also be viewed as a collaboration framework, suggests a range of possible forms of
project collaboration that can be used to proactively address the management of risk, uncertainty and
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ambiguity. Effective collaboration between the client, design team and contractor has been shown
to enhance addressing risk and uncertainty through improving the dynamic capabilities of project
participants [9]. For this reason, the RBP taxonomy [8] is referred to that the RBP framework, or the
framework, within this paper. This framework helps visualisation of the extent of collaboration
between various project teams in delivering projects.

Brady et al. [10], in their discussion of Klein and Meckling’s seminal paper [11] that focuses on
trial and error problem-solving processes and strategies, note that the terms risk and uncertainty are
often, though erroneously, used synonymously. Often unexpected events open up opportunities for
innovation and learning. Identifying a risk should not automatically result in attempts to expunge it;
rather the risk context and issues may be explored to see if these open up unforeseen opportunities [12].
Additionally, uncertainty often has an unspoken acknowledgement of ambiguity that may be referred
to as people/process and situational ambiguity [13], where what is believed to be certain, known,
and common knowledge between people is in fact interpreted quite differently. Thus it constitutes an
unidentified risk and may lead to later uncertainty once any discrepancy in understanding results in
unintended consequences.

Forms of uncertainty, whether identified or as unidentified ambiguity, are inevitable in the
delivery and management of projects. This is because, by definition, this process is one in which
a need (the project output) is realised through designed action (the project) over time. What was
envisaged in terms of assumptions and planed for, before the start of a project, inevitably ends up being
at variance with reality. Uncertainty can be viewed as a problem to be solved so that any expected
detrimental impact can be minimised through risk management strategies. Alternatively, uncertainty
can be embraced and viewed as a learning experience and innovation opportunity [14]. This provides
a way of creating advantages and opportunities for positive value out of what may otherwise be
considered as adverse conditions. This is what Hällgren et al. [15] refer to as embracing uncertainty.

This paper suggests that an effective way to cope with uncertainty is to deliver complex projects
through adopting an integrated form of project delivery. Departing from traditional approaches,
the project owner, designer and delivery teams collaborate closely, minimising or eliminating
uncertainty and ambiguity. The paper does this by offering a practical solution for effectively
achieving an integrated project delivery approach. The three parties bring to the table diverse sets of
perspectives and potential problem solutions when facing unexpected situations and when preparing
for uncertainty while also taking advantage of opportunities that arise from uncertainty. A recent study
of integrated forms of project delivery in which 50 subject experts were interviewed and transcripts
of the interviews analysed resulted in the development and validation of a collaboration framework
that identifies 16 elements that may be used to explain how complex construction projects can best
cope with risk, uncertainty and ambiguity [8]. That framework was originally developed as a means
of classifying RBP forms. This paper reports on efforts to explore whether the framework has wider
potential application, including providing a better understanding of how uncertainty management
may be advanced. The contribution made by this conceptual paper is that it explores this framework
to extend its potential applicability from a risk-uncertainty perspective, to add to its use as a project
procurement classification tool.

This paper extends the use of the RBP framework to explore collaboration [8] by investigating
how it can be used to answer the research question:

How can uncertainty best be managed in complex projects?

Complex projects are referred to as being projects with substantial technical, relational and
system-integration challenges that need to be overcome due to the presence of many unknown knowns
or unknown unknowns [16,17].
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2. The Purpose of This Paper

The research question discussed in this paper presupposes that risk, uncertainty and ambiguity
are not inherently bad. The purpose of this paper is to examine and answer the question from a
risk-uncertainty perspective. In doing so, the RBP framework [8] is used as a more general collaboration
tool that can be fruitfully viewed from a risk-uncertainty perspective to better understand how to
manage uncertainty through forms of integrated project delivery.

The greater body of project management (PM) literature recognises the presence of risk and
uncertainty, and the principal PM body of knowledge [18], has a significant focus on risk management.
More recently, the PM literature has shifted its focus from one of a managing risk through planning
and control by top-down mechanisms to coping with uncertainty and opportunities revealed through
unexpected events and situations (cf. [19]). This may be achieved through bottom-up mechanisms
based on collaboration with those who can react to and take positive advantage of (cope with) a
situation to maintain the overall objective in a reflexive and adaptive way (cf. [20]). Aaltonen et al. [21],
for example, argued that closer stakeholder engagement might be used to both identify unexpected
events and provide resources and mechanisms to deal with them through collaboration. This uses
the ‘muddling through’ [22,23] approach. Muddling through is far from a haphazard approach.
Lindblom [22,23] makes it clear that understanding the context of a situation, as well as having a clear
knowledge of the desired outcome, can lead to people taking an adaptive strategy in working around
difficulties in a highly pragmatic and innovative way to overcome obstacles and achieve the objective.
It is a more reflexive and resilient approach than the rigid plan and control approaches, but still retains
an overall plan in terms of clear objectives, potential means, likely strategies, and an array of creative
thinking ploys that can be marshalled when required. At its heart, it requires close collaboration
between those parties that can help obviate problems and respond to challenges in a positive way.

A clear logic arises to answer RQ1 posed above.

(1) Uncertainty in complex situations requires a capacity to access a range of perspectives about the
nature and source of problems, range of available solutions, and how best to apply them;

(2) There needs to be a capability present to realise access to that capacity. Capability includes the
knowledge, skills, attributes and experience (KSAEs) of marshalling people and other social
capital resources to address the task of managing uncertainty [24]. These KSAEs are likely to be
dispersed across multi-disciplinary teams; not available from any one individual or narrow team
of people. The richer the depth of understanding of uncertain situations, the more comprehensive
will be the response options;

(3) A further necessary condition is that those with the above capacity that are capable to collaborate
to manage uncertain situations need institutional enablers and foundational facilities that support
and sustain motivation to collaborate.

Key to any collaborative approach to risk and uncertainty management is the initial act of gaining
a deep and sophisticated understanding of the situation context, the way that various influencing
forces interact, and how those interactions may play out in the form of implications for achieving the
desired project outcome. It is important to frame the problem situation effectively and accurately so
that the right question is asked and the correct action followed to answer the question. This is how
risk and uncertainty may be reformulated into opportunity [9].

Once a deep understanding of a situation is gained, ideas of how to better deal with the
situation can emerge; ideas that often may be an improvement on the original plan. Being mindful
of assumptions, potential bias, and cognitive dissonance [25] that lead to a plan can help assessment
of potential risks that may ensure those plans become more realistic. Once people grappling with
developing a response to uncertainty and risk have access to a range of potential expertise about
a situation, they are free to discuss their perspectives. They are then more likely to gain a richer,
more coherent picture of the scale, its likely cause and impact, and options to overcome that potential
risk. If plans are seen as starting or launching points, and not constraints, then reviews and revision of
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these plans that consider risk and uncertainty can take place in a mature manner [26], where an open
and honest, collaborative approach prevails.

The main challenge faced in PM is that people initially do not plan for uncertainty, they tend
to rarely view plans as tentative coping platforms. Dwight Eisenhower is reported to have said that
‘In preparing for battle I have always found that plans are useless, but planning is indispensable’ [27].
In other words, plans should not be viewed as end points to conform to. More broadly, collaboration
and planning are necessary per se for sound risk and uncertainty management but are insufficient by
themselves. Quality of information and knowledge exchange, together with the motivation to find
common ground in developing an acceptable, if not optimal, way forward is the essential ingredient of
effective risk and uncertainty management. In this way, reframing problems as potential opportunities
becomes a natural process than merely participating in risk mitigation strategies.

Snowden, in his Cynefin Framework [16,17], recommends that when managing complexity
leadership needs to ‘probe, sense, respond’, and in chaotic situations the appropriate response
is to ‘act, sense respond’. Similarly Kutsch et al. [19] recommend treating risk and uncertainty
management through a resilience lens by noticing, interpreting, preparing, containing and recovering
from adverse situations. What is common to both these approaches is the concept of mindfulness [28].
This requires careful consideration about a situation from a number of perspectives made jointly
through collaboration, with close scrutiny of likely consequences of any action taken.

The question posed is how can uncertainty be effectively managed in complex projects? This may
be regarded as best undertaken with an ability to visualise managing uncertainty. Walker and
Lloyd-Walker developed a visualisation tool [8] that facilitates graphically seeing how various forms
of collaboration function. This has been done using the lens of interaction of three collaboration
components comprising 16 elements. The components are foundational platform facilities, behaviours
and processes, and routines and means that drive collaboration. The RBP framework [8], thus, provides
a useful visualisation tool for perceiving how effective management of uncertainty may be achieved
through mindful collaboration. This is explained in more detail later.

3. The Adopted Research Methodology

The research project that resulted in the original RBP taxonomy was in part funded by an
internationally contested competitive grant by the Project Management Institute (PMI) and mainly
funded through an Australian Research Council Linkage grant. The research was undertaken during
2012–2014 with the purpose of finding a way to classify forms of RBP that exist around the world.
These RBP forms are notorious for changing over time. Additionally, terms used in one country at
one particular time may be understood quite differently in another location and/or at a different
time. Rather than rely on a RBP form title, such as ‘partnering’ or integrated project delivery
or project alliance (PA) being used, a framework should be developed that provides elements or
features/characteristics of the RBP form [8]. These should have measurement descriptors that could be
used to map out a visualisation of any particular project delivery form.to enable evolving and bespoke
delivery forms to be more clearly recognised and understood [8].

The framework was developed by adapting the Wittgenstein Family Resemblance model, used for
describing partnering characteristics by Nyström [29,30], and the engagement platform concept,
used in analysing partnering by Jacobsson and Roth [31]. The research method adopted involved
re-analysing transcripts and interview recordings taken with 50 subject experts, of which 14 were
academics who had written widely on this area of research and 36 practitioners that played senior roles
in collaborative forms of project delivery. Interviews, averaging around 60 min each, were recorded
and transcribed. The transcripts were re-analysed and coded using NVivo10 to develop themes and
sub-themes, with a specific focus and intent on identifying the way of coping with risk, uncertainty
and ambiguity. This required thinking about the data in a more specific and targeted way whereas
the previous analysis needed a more general ‘helicopter-view’ focus. Validation of the framework
was undertaken at a series of workshops, conferences and academic conferences held in the USA, UK,
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Belgium, several Nordic Countries, and in Australia. More details on their research approach may be
found in their book (see [8] (pp. 97–104, Chapter 5)).

4. Explaining the Framework in Relation to Collaboration and Uncertainty

The RBP [8] collaboration framework is based on three components comprising 16 elements that
broadly explain how collaboration occurs on complex infrastructure projects. Component one is a
platform facilities (five elements) that support collaboration; component two comprises behavioural factors
(five elements) that drive normative practices; and the third component is composed of processes,
routines and means (six elements) that provide the ‘teeth’ that reinforces collaborative behaviours to
transform idealised behaviour into active behaviour. This framework, which may be viewed as a
taxonomy of requisite elements, also provides suggested measures for each element and when each
of these is rated they provide a visualisation of the extent of collaboration. Rating may take place to
design a desired form of collaboration (from low to high level) or to compare and contrast multiple
forms of collaboration or to monitor and manage collaboration over the project lifespan.

5. Explanation of Platform Facilities

Figure 1 illustrates five elements that form the platform facilities. Element 1 relates to the
motivation and context that define the circumstances that lead to an observed level of collaboration.
There are seven sub-elements to element 1, not elaborated upon here, that explain a rated level of
motivation to collaborate specifically relating to risk and uncertainty. For example, the presence
of unknown risks is one sub-element and this may provide a dominant rationale for the project
owner, design team and delivery team to closely collaborate. A research participant quote [8] (p. 170)
illustrates an example of this as follows.

‘Effective unknown risk management is about maintaining confidence in cross-team
collaboration and freedom of action to deal with risks as they emerge’. Then citing from
transcript P24 ‘What would inevitably happen is you would get the tunnellers go through
and excavate the tunnel. They hand over to their civil fit-out crew, and at the same time
that the civil fit-out crew get access to the tunnel the M&E subcontractor is also expected
to be in there. . . . there’s a lot of technology, a lot of integrated equipment that has to be
built in the latter stages normally of a project installed, pre-tested and then commissioned.
So it’s a massive amount of complicated work at the backend of a project that’s on a very
tight time curve’.
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In rating this element the project team, being mindful of the implications of this type of unknown
risk, may decide that a high level of collaboration would be necessary to deal with this uncertainty.
They may rate the above situation at 5 out of 5 (very high). Alternatively, the team may consider
that this is a situation in which strong and vigorous hierarchical control of the participants may be
better handled through strict adherence to contract conditions to effectively shift risk to the M&E
subcontractors, therefore rating the need for collaboration to be relatively low (perhaps 2 out of 5).

The situational analysis and rating exercise is conducted by a team that mindfully undertakes the
exercise to consider the situation. This team should comprise the client representative (if that entity
wants to be part of the risk sharing arrangement), the design team (likewise), and the contractor team
(which in the case of close integrated project delivery forms, such as alliances, may comprise the main
contractor and several key sub-contractors forming the alliance). A low rating (say 1 or 2 out of 5) may
be envisaged as typical for a traditional project delivery form with low levels of collaboration. A high
rating (say 4 or 5 out of 5) is appropriate for alliances and high levels of IPD. In this way, each element
may be rated to produce a visualisation of the level of collaboration that will best suit the chosen
project delivery form.

Element 2 relates to developing a joint governance structure. It refers to the extent to which there is
a unified and complimentary way that each project delivery team party legitimises its actions through
interacting by rules, standards and norms, values and coordination mechanisms [32]. The better the
quality of common understanding about how each participant fits into the overall project picture,
the less likely the chance of there being ambiguity of role and process about how to cope with
uncertainty. High rating for Element 2 implies closely aligned governance rules and processes etc.
whereas a low rating suggests wide variance in these governance arrangements across project teams.

Element 3 is about the extent to which risk and mitigation strategies are integrated or aligned
between parties. It relates to developing a common understanding of, and the quality of, explicit
understanding of how to collaboratively manage risk and uncertainty and potentially gain advantage
from an integrated one-team project-wide approach to risk management. This may be manifested by a
project-wide insurance policy and mature conversation about how to match and align strategies across
and between participants for coping with risk and uncertainty. Integrated risk mitigation relies on
understanding each party’s capability and capacity to respond to risk. This may vary across the project
lifecycle and so this element requires a dynamic not static or once-off strategy.

Element 4 relates to the extent to which the project participants share common protocols and
approaches to communicating. This applies to use of common or compatible tools, such as information
communication technology, as well as procedures and protocols. For example this can range from
common building information modelling software or email systems for a high rating; for a medium
rating there may be compatible but awkward communication exchange, and a low rating may suggest
the use of incompatible hardware and software by project teams. Speed and accuracy can be affected
by ‘noise’ or system interference, as well as by the data connection and exchange speed, thus adversely
impacting the rating of this element. Similarly communication process alignment is important so that
each party understands what is expected of them in their cross-team communications and interactions.
This impacts the quality of explicit understanding of how teams should collaborate and communicate.

Element 5 relates to co-location both in a physical sense as well as from an information and
power distance perspective. Physical co-location allows immediate interaction between collaborating
parties. While modern electronic technology such as virtual meetings and presence can be preferable to
asynchronous interaction the sense of a physical presence that this tends to build better understanding
of strengths and limitations is missing: this requires what Perks and Halliday [33] refer to as fast trust.
Additionally, element 5 refers to co-location in terms of the ease and comfort with which people of
lower hierarchical status can interact with those of higher hierarchical status, based on task/issue
knowledge rather than position power.

These five elements pertain to platforms that may enable collaboration to be facilitated.
The study [8] found that for high levels of collaboration support there needed to be high or very
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high levels achieved for each of these five elements. If one or more levels were rated medium, or not
high, then compensating measures needed to be put in place to effectively change the characteristics
of the element to align with other parties to ensure collaboration was not undermined. For example,
if critical team members could not be co-located (element 5) then a virtual presence would need to
be supplemented with frequent face-to-face meetings or other forms of trust and credibility building
measures would be needed.

This platform facilities component of the framework, as illustrated in Figure 1, may account for
much of the preparatory collaboration infrastructure cost and effort. If it is skimped on then it may
undermine the ability for behaviours and enabling means and routines to carry collaboration at a high
level. Platform facilities may directly underpin and support behaviours although they are independent
factors to those behaviours. These platform facilities also may underpin or undermine processes,
routines and means that align and reinforce behaviours to permit collaboration to flourish. High rating
levels indicate improved potential for higher collaboration levels.

6. Explanation of Collaborative Behaviours

Five behavioural elements were identified and assigned measures in the framework. These are
explained as follows.

Element 6 is authentic leadership and this is further categorised by seven qualities that comprise
sub-elements: reflectiveness; pragmatism; appreciativeness; resilience; wisdom; spirit; and authenticity.
In essence, collaboration leadership behaviour is exhibited not just by the person who appears to be
‘in charge’ but by all team participants that are engaged in collaborating. This factor is rated from a low
level of these behaviours negatively impacting upon the propensity of all project teams to collaborate
to a high level of leadership that supports high levels of collaboration. A relevant quotation [8] (p. 181)
illustrating higher level leadership is useful in explaining what high level authentic leadership may
look like.

Participant 30 discussed the ability of project participants who did not have prior PA experience
to reflect on how working within a PA context presented challenges to them. He observed that

‘ . . . you’ve got to have people that have got a pretty good degree of experience in the
organisation that they represent. That they know their policies, they know their practices
and procedures, they know what the intent is and be flexible and agile enough to move
into a different team environment which has got a different set of policies potentially
but making sure that they can marry up with the home based policies so that you’re not
contravening them’ [8].

Element 7 relates to the level of balance exhibited between trust and control. High trust is essential
for high levels of collaboration. Trust relates to a sense of benevolence between the person trusting the
person being trusted, confidence in performance so that what is promised is delivered and integrity of
the parties [34]. Trust is generated at both an individual and organisational level [35]. We can trust a
person’s willingness to do what they commit to but we may be sceptical about whether organisational
or other external factors may undermine that willingness. Trust, therefore needs to be tempered by
mechanisms that monitor and control the outcome of trust-testing events. Collaboration flourishes at a
pragmatic level when there is a sophisticated and deep rather than shallow level of understanding of
not only ‘good intentions’ but also environmental (political, economic, cultural etc.) influences that
may mitigate willingness to act on commitments [36,37]. Naïve trust can soon lead to disappointment
whereas sophisticated trust is more enduring and supports people to understand the bigger ‘trust’
picture [37].

Element 8 is a measure of a team’s commitment to be innovative. According to a recent
literature review of innovation in the construction industry, innovative behaviour is closely tied
to a willingness to try new approaches and test new technologies with an open and inquisitive
mind [38]. These behaviours are driven by understanding what facilitates and what undermines novel
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approaches to working. A high rating in this element is associated with openness, willingness and an
ability to be reflective and a critical thinker. A low level for this element is associated with unreflective
caution, fear of failure, and high information and power asymmetries. Highly collaborative people
frequently bubble with enthusiasm, exhibit passion, and are comfortable with being faced with the
unexpected and unknown [39]. However, the person-environment fit is vital. This element needs
to be not only supported by foundational elements such as co-location and joint communication
infrastructure but also by organisational routines that will be discussed later.

Element 9 behaviour demonstrates a common best-for-project mindset and culture that encourages
collaboration. One significant differentiator between highly collaborative forms of project delivery
and business-as-usual transactional approaches is the way that a common goal is perceived by
various project team participants. Cox is sceptical about the nature of the reality of win-win
outcomes [40–42]. He more generally takes a commercial perspective of desirable outcomes but
recognises that in a relational context, genuine common goals can be achieved. These goals may be
valued by different parties in different ways, but can still lead to more holistic win-win outcomes.
High levels of collaboration to achieve a sound project outcome for parties involved in a construction
project lasting several, or many, years can deliver many non-monetary benefits. Sweeney [43] studied
various construction project delivery approaches and found that from a transaction cost economics
perspective, win-win outcomes through more collaborative forms of delivery can result in considerable
benefits relating to: Financial savings; more effective direction of management attention; and reduced
need for effort directed at countering opportunistic behaviour. He also highlighted benefits gained
through collaboration in learning and competitive advantage through shared perspective on what
each party in a project actually values. A focus on a project best outcome, even at the expense of
short-term firm-individual optimisation of performance, can lead to longer-term benefits. The process
of aligning objectives between collaborating parties opens up opportunities to better understand each
party’s culture, values and opportunities to synergise efforts for greater mutual benefit. The challenge
to achieve excellence in overall project outcomes through collaboration can prompt parties to confront
uncertainty by creating opportunities for innovation or improved productivity, which would not
otherwise be considered.

Element 10 may be considered the most challenging behaviour needed for high levels of
collaboration. A no-blame culture flies in the face of many project team members’ experience. No-blame
does not equate to no-accountability or no-responsibility though if handled mindlessly, establishing
a no-blame culture can result in lack of responsibility and accountability [44]. It is essential to foster
a culture where it is safe to fail (as long as knowledge gained can be garnered to improve future
experimentation) if innovation and productivity improvement is to be achieved [45–50]. Two important
aspects of no-blame behaviour are to understand its rationale and how to facilitate a no-blame culture
through collaboration.

The above behavioural elements illustrate how a willingness to be collaborative can facilitate
coordinated and focused action that might better enable the broad project team to better cope with risk
and uncertainty than they might as individual firms. To be able to convert this willingness to action,
even when underpinned by strong foundational facilities, requires institutionalised measures to be put
in place to ensure that good intention is matched by requisite action. The last six elements within the
processes, routines and means component of the model provide a framework for turning intended
action in reality.

7. Explanation of Collaborative Processes, Routines and Means

These last six elements link intent to action, underpinned by supportive foundational facilities.
Coping with uncertainty and managing risk are important goals that can be achieved through close
positive collaboration between teams with varied skills and expertise. This component of the model
illustrates how optimising collaboration to better tackle challenges can be achieved.
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Element 11—consensus decision making—is tightly linked to a no-blame culture. This element
lies at the heart of innovation through collaboration and provides the means to support the no-blame
culture element 10. Element 11 measures the presence of procedural requirements for parties to
form a consensus position, in alliancing at the alliance management team and alliance leadership
team levels, by arguing through issues until agreement is reached. It is a fixed requirement only in
high-level collaboration project delivery forms such as alliancing [51] and ‘Collaboration Level 3’ for
IPD [7]. In partnering forms it is a ‘nice-to-have’ feature but is not mandated [30] and is deemed
completely unnecessary for most forms of project delivery based on a belief that each party in a project
is designated to control risk they accept in a way that best suits them [52]. Therefore this element
helps define project delivery forms at the highest collaboration end of the continuum. The rationale
behind consensus is that if everyone agrees to an action then no one person or group can logically
blame another because all participants had collectively agreed to a joint course of action.

Element 12, Focus on learning and continuous improvement, encompasses a number of routines
and means that may be deployed to encourage, facilitate, and develop innovation and continuous
improvement. For example, to support and encourage innovation on most alliance projects there
is a requirement to maintain an innovation log, or register, and recording mechanism. In many
alliances, particularly service or program alliances that cover a period of time and involve numerous
projects within a program of works, a highly proactive approach is mandated. In one alliance in
Victoria, Australia, a case of a highly advanced web portal being developed has been reported.
It included training and interactive community of practice approaches to disseminate and encourage
innovation that have in turn generated very high safety outcomes, while reducing waste and improving
productivity [53].

Element 13, incentive arrangements, measures the nature and intent of incentive arrangements
that define the level of pain and gain sharing. These are explained in terms of the way that incentives
are framed. For example, in alliance and ‘Collaboration Level 3’ IPD projects there is a subtle but critical
orientation in the key performance indicators (KPIs) being set on a holistic overall project result, such as
the entire project being ahead/behind target cost/time budgets [54,55] and this varies considerably in
intention when compared to each team having targets. KPIs and incentives are worded to encompass
the whole project. The implication of this is that if one participant team is experiencing difficulties then
other teams will proactively assist to help overcome any problems encountered by the struggling team.
This is because there is a common interest at stake. When KPIs relate only to individual participant
team performance there is little or no incentive to step in and help struggling participants. This element
has a profound impact on the project workplace culture and ‘we sink-or-swim together’ behaviours.
Uncertainty, risk and ambiguity are likely to be treated quite differently under these contrasting means
and contractual arrangements. Attitudes towards innovation are also likely to be positively affected by
a joint ‘one-team’ approach.

Element 14, a focus on ‘learning-in-action’, relates to the routines and means that enable learning
to be embedded in project organisations then continued as a whole of workplace culture. This element
moves beyond being innovative to a focus on internalising learning and this may have profound
impact on how uncertainty and risk is viewed by project participants. The protocols put in place
encourage learning-in-action as a natural way to conduct work. They become important drivers of
an innovation mindset, particularly when no-blame behaviour supportive routines are effectively
applied. Researchers have reported on the effectiveness of innovation adoption and learning on the
approach taken on the T5 Heathrow Terminal project for example [56–58] and flowing from that
the Crossrail Project in London [39,59]. In these examples we see contractual arrangements that
encourage experimentation, trialling, expected learning from mistakes and having measures in place
to avoid blame for experimental failure. Experimental action is recast as a process of learning and
improvement. Other forms of means and routines include mentoring and coaching as well as specific
periodic workshops on how to establish continuous improvement. The perception of uncertainty as
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being a threat or opportunity is quite different under the two extreme rating measures offered by the
RBP framework.

Element 15, transparency and open-book access, have a set of organisational routines to permit
the project owner (PO) and other participants access to accounting records and other documentation.
A distinguishing feature of alliance type project arrangements, including level-3 IPD (there are three
levels of collaboration intensity defined of which level 3 is the most like an alliance [7]) and the T5 type
contract arrangements (British Airport Authority Terminal 5 agreement), when compared with less
integrated collaborative forms of project delivery reveals that these high-end collaboration types start
with development and agreement of realistic key results areas (KRAs), including a target outturn
cost and time. Performance against these KRAs is mediated by pain and gain sharing arrangements.
This is designed to produce a realistic target that allows greater exploration of risk and uncertainty
to reduce the level of unknowns and to encourage the development of innovative solutions to cope
with anticipated challenges. This also requires that parties place all assumptions and information
and knowledge ‘on the table’ in a transparent way. It also requires deep levels of accountability.
Less integrated collaborative delivery models, such as design and construct, partnering, etc., assume
that each party takes over its own risk and uncertainty management. In this situation there is little
need for routines to demand high levels of accountability and transparency [60].

Element 16, mutual dependency and accountability, relates to protocols and routines that reinforce
openness and transparency behaviours. These protocols specifically relate to means to ensure that
participants behave in a ‘we all sink-or-swim together’ mode; not in an individual team prioritised
manner. This helps focus the overall project ‘one-team’ concept and brings wider perspective,
knowledge and information to bear on identifying potential uncertainty and risk and also helps
to remove ambiguity through more in-depth exploration of what is assumed to be known by parties.
Sub-elements identified in the RBP framework relate to means and routines that enhance enablers
and to reduce barriers to participants having a sense of mutual dependency. The intent for high-end
collaboration is to ensure that a ‘one-team’ focus prevails and that mutual interest ensures that a broad
perspective of uncertainty is explored and analysed [9].

The processes, routines and means component of the framework provides a vital cementing and
enacting impetus to ensure that good intentions through positive behaviours are not only expected but
structurally designed to be adopted. The pain and gain sharing arrangements provide a stick-and-carrot
approach that imposes sanctions and penalties, whereas the other elements help explain why alliances
usually exhibit far greater commitment to and achievement of collaboration than does partnering,
for example. This has a profound impact upon managing and coping with risk and uncertainty.

8. Discussion and Reflection

Coping with risk, uncertainty, and ambiguity in complex and chaotic projects is perhaps a more
accurate term to use that that of managing. Managing infers reaction requiring avoidance, mitigation
or heroic overcoming of challenges. However, the term coping with risk, uncertainty, and ambiguity
suggests that this presents wonderful opportunities to review and revise assumptions, objectives,
proposed methods or approaches [61]. Problems may then be reframed in a positive new light. To do
so, however, requires exposure to new ways of seeing, new perspectives, and the development of skill
sets that have not traditionally been part of curriculum within project management education and
training [62]. Coping infers use of an emergent strategy whereas managing may be associated with use
of a more rigid and prescriptive approach to strategy development. Effective collaboration between the
project design and delivery team has been argued as being central to effective project delivery [63–67].
The inclusion of the PO in the collaborative process has also been shown to be essential so that real
value is generated for the project outcome [68–70].

Many POs know what they want but not all know what they need. All POs need an open and
collaborative environment that supports sophisticated discussion of various project delivery options.
However, achieving effective collaboration between a PO, design team and project delivery team
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needs more than good intentions. The RBP framework [8] provides a useful tool, one that enables
a better understanding of how various elements of the collaborative process may be assembled and
configured. The process will then not only encourage more effective uncertainty management and
coping mechanisms, but also may provide a stronger link between intent and outcome. Alliance forms
described by authorities that have the greatest experience with these arrangements [43,51,71,72] detail
how behaviours need to be supported by protocols and routines that ensure consistency between
intent and the messages that guide this intent. Similarly the IPD approach developed in the US that
operates at their defined ‘Level 3 collaboration’ also aligns behaviour with contractual arrangements to
ensure collaboration [7]. The features of the T5 form of contract, and its subsequent evolved versions
for Crossrail in the UK, also align intent with action [39,59].

How does the above discussion align with effective management of uncertainty? One way is
to apply an opportunity-threat perspective to coping with and managing the effort. Here effort and
energy may be directed toward coping with or managing risk to maintain a plan, or particular vision
of how that plan may unfold through balancing fact with faith (or hope) as argued by Geraldo
and Adlbrecht [73] from their research into complex projects. Equally, there are opportunities
for unthought-of or emerging possibilities that can be explored with similar effort and energy
expenditure. Human energy and effort through ‘hoping’ is derived from three possible sources:
(1) the depth of motivation to collaborate with others; the (2) extent to which people are serious
about marshalling the required knowledge and social capital necessary to explore options and make
decisions; and (3) incentive systems that drive the motivation to collaboration and commit knowledge
and social capital. These incline individuals, teams, and as a result, the whole project organisation to
be motivated to behave in a specific way.

Hope is transformed into intended action through a process of ‘ensuring’ that the intended result is
realised. This in more general terms can be seen as a governance and leadership issue. Müller [74] (p. 4)
explains the term governance as ‘ . . . the value system, responsibilities, processes and policies that
allow projects to achieve organizational objectives and foster implementation that is in the best interest
of all the stakeholders, internal and external, and the corporation itself’. This view of governance fits
with the RBP [8] framework foundational element of a joint governance system (described earlier) as
well as element 15 in particular in which the level of transparency and open-book arrangements fit the
designed collaboration intensity specified through the contractual form and its application for the level
of pain-gain sharing agreed upon. The level of enacted innovation that can be expected to match the
hoped for innovation level is governed by a series of protocols, such as element 11, consensus decision
making, that support element 10 no-blame behaviours, discussed earlier. These shape a set of support
systems with the emphasis on systems. The way that the workplace setting and its ambience is affected
by participant behaviour and interaction as well as the way that the project organisation presents itself,
both to itself and to outsiders [75]. For highly integrated project delivery forms, such as alliances and
the T5 type arrangements [58], the project team is badged by a common logo, entity and set of project
specific values. This common sense of purpose through design and the ‘one-team’ ethos provides an
ensuring mechanism that crystallises intent into action.

The RBP framework provides a useful tool to more clearly illustrate how the elements may
be visualised from an opportunity/threat perspective. In the following hypothetical example
two contrasting intensities of collaboration are presented. The RBP [8] framework has measures
for each element that can be rated and they suggest that, ideally, when designing a collaboration
intensity form for a project, key staff from the collaborating organisations should engage in the rating
process to form a consensus view about each element.

The framework and its visualisation tool may be used in several ways that can address developing
an environment or project delivery situation in which risk and uncertainty may be more effectively
addressed. Its primary use as proposed by Walker and Lloyd-Walker was to facilitate comparing
project delivery forms more accurately than simply referring to descriptive terms such as ‘partnering’
or ‘design and construct’ or ‘alliancing’. They argued [8] that by rating each of the 16 elements for
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a specific project delivery strategy that it would be possible to more clearly appreciate potential
implications for each potential project delivery choice in how the project would be managed and
how that would affect the project workplace culture. For example the visualisation could make it
clearer how typical partnering may differ from alliancing and how that may impact team behaviours
and governance requirements. They also argue that the tool may be used to design a procurement
approach as an adaptation of an existing form, for example adapt a form of partnering that more closely
resembles alliancing in several of the critical behavioural dimensions. Additionally, they suggest that
the tool could be used for benchmarking purposes. In this paper we suggest that the visualisation tool
may be used to ‘design’ or to identify and address gaps between what may be intended to create in
a project delivery situation to best address risk and uncertainty from what may be observed at any
particular time during project delivery.

Figure 2 presents a hypothetical ‘as is’ project situation versus a ‘preferred’ project map in which
the authors have rated each element in the framework based on their understanding of the literature on
RBP forms in the construction sector and similar PM sectors. This illustrates how this tool may be used
to benchmark an ‘as is’ project situation to compare with a ‘preferred’ situation and then to use this to
develop strategies to move from the ‘as is’ to ‘preferred’ one. This may involve designing, adapting or
shaping an existing project delivery choice, for example moving from a more traditional partnering
type delivery arrangement to an alliancing or integrated project delivery situation. There are many
variations in partnering arrangement projects from ‘hard money’, in which there may be a form of
partnering imposed on somewhat unwilling participants through to whole hearted alliances where
there is a strong and committed enthusiasm for genuine collaboration. It can be assumed that in both
alliances and partnering, for example, the rated element values may vary. This is demonstrated by
the experience and expert opinion documented in numerous partnering studies [76–79] that report on
quite a varied level of commitment to best-for-project outcomes and studies of alliancing [51,70,80–83].
While the cited studies present some general picture that can be interpreted in the ratings presented in
Figure 2 we acknowledge that these may vary by at least one point in the scales. Given that caveat,
Figure 2 provides a map that at least provides a general scope indicator. Some inferences can be made
that are of value.
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First, it is clear that several of the elements have a wide gap (2 rating levels) between the ‘preferred’
and ‘as is’ situation. This would suggest that either the procurement form or the project situation
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(its level of complexity or workplace relationship or contractual constraints) needs to be adjusted
and addressed to align the ‘as is’ with the preferred element ratings. Identifying these gaps offers
opportunities to develop a planned approach to address core issues that shape the ‘as is’ situation.
The purpose of Figure 2 is to suggest in a highly visual way how depth of collaboration may be
understood using a visualisation tool. What may be focussed on from such representations that can
be of value is where elements have gaps of 2 or more rating points. For example, Figure 2 suggests
that consensus decision making (element 11), incentivisation (element 13), transparency and open
book (element 15), integrated risk mitigation strategy (Element 3), and joint governance structure
(element 2), have the significant gaps. If the ratings do not represent a party’s desired approach for
one or several elements, two or more possible actions may ensue. The chosen procurement form may
need to be reconsidered, or steps taken within the chosen form to align more closely with the desired
level for each, or any, particular element.

This tool (the map based on rating the framework) can be used for sense-making to analyse
a project and how risk and uncertainty is coped with or it can be used more pro-actively to
‘design’ or customise a project procurement system and its governance arrangements to fit a desired
collaborative outcome. This aspect was only briefly referred to as a potential contribution by Walker
and Lloyd-Walker [8] and so this paper extends their ideas in a specific way that relates to managing
and coping with risk and uncertainty.

This tool, and/or adaptations that are subsequently made, could provide a contribution to
advancing not only the way that collaboration forms are analysed, but how they may be projected
to fulfil a highly customised need. The purpose of this paper was not to promote any one form
of integrated project delivery but to provide a discussion of options that are available that could
and should be considered. What is important, particularly from a risk, uncertainty and ambiguity
perspective, is that project delivery forms take into account the characteristics of how foundational
elements, behavioural elements and the processes, routines and means designed to reinforce behaviours
are structured to fulfil a project delivery strategy.

9. Conclusions

This paper builds upon the RBP framework [8] by taking a perspective of coping with uncertainty.
While their RBP framework has been used to assist categorisation of project procurement and delivery
types in the complex infrastructure project sector, it has not previously been explained from a specific
risk-uncertainty perspective. This paper provides a theoretical contribution by conceptualising the
framework as a useful risk-uncertainty framework. The paper’s objective was to explain and illustrate
how the [8] RBP framework can be used to answer the question How can uncertainty best be managed in
complex projects? It answered that question and extended the range of ways that the RBP framework
visualisation tool may be used to help dichotomise or customise various project delivery approaches
from a risk-uncertainty perspective. This was illustrated in Figure 2 by comparing a hypothetical ’as is’
with a ‘preferred’ project situation to clearly emphasise major differences in collaboration between
project delivery strategies.

Each of the 16 elements [8] were explained from a risk-uncertainty perspective and the analysis
approach provides a PM practice contribution by offering another tool that may be used in coping
with uncertainty, as well as for risk management to be used in complex and chaotic situations.
Most risk management tools, used for modelling with commercial products, such as @risk or Monte
Carlo simulation, have been developed as problem-solving tools [84,85] but are silent on how to
assemble the requisite expertise, knowledge and social capital to be able to effectively use those tools.
These tools, while highly appropriate in simple/standard or complicated situations as argued by
Snowden in his Cynefin Framework [16,17], are not appropriate for complex or chaotic situations
where use of ‘best practice’ tools is often dangerous because they support delusions of control in highly
unordered situations.
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Uncertainty presents different challenges to risk because while risk can be known and anticipated
(highly relevant in simple/standard or complicated situations), uncertainty throws project team
members and leaders into the unknown. This paper also drew attention to the positive aspects of
uncertainty; an aspect that offers the prospect of opportunities, a concept that Olsson [86,87] has
discussed at length. This paper’s focus is on people coping with uncertainty in complex situations and
what they can offer through deep and effective collaboration. The map illustrated in Figure 2 is highly
relevant to practitioners who may wish to either adopt or design a bespoke collaboration form by
considering several archetypes of project delivery as a starting point to understanding how they may
effectively collaborate. The RBP framework presented in Figure 1 is reinforced by discussions around
the way that uncertainty can be effectively managed to highlight the importance of ensuring that
hoped-for behaviours and human contribution to effective planning and decision making are realised.
Thus, a considerable practice contribution may be seen to have been made by this paper.
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